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I. Welcome!

I am so glad to have you as a member of the Campolindo High School Traditional

Competitive Cheer Program! High school athletics and activities have a lasting positive

influence and can enhance the academic experience and allow our student athletes to

further enhance their skills, challenge themselves mentally and physically, develop

leadership abilities, learn pertinent life skills and foster long-lasting friendships.

The CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Program exists to promote spirit and pride, all

while accomplishing its own athletic and competitive goals. CHS Traditional

Competitive Cheer Program members will have commitments to attend practices,

school and community events, host fundraisers and travel to competitions; all these

things can make a team members schedule very busy. Commitment to the program

and your team is KEY, just one person missing from an event or practice can

jeopardize the teams’ success for that day.

Members of the CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Program will work together with

coaches to reach and exceed individual and team goals that will be set at the start of

the year. It is our hope that individual athletes, as well as the team as a whole, will be

amazed at their progress and accomplishments by years end.

I want participation on the CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Team to be a positive

experience for both the athletes and their families, one you can look back on and

remember fondly!

Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or concerns at any time.

Cheers!

Erin Hagerty, Head Coach

Campolindo High School Traditional Competitive Cheer Program

CampoCompCheer@gmail.com

mailto:CampoCompCheer@gmail.com


Meet the Coach

Erin Hagerty: This is Coach Erin’s inaugural year with Campolindo High School, and

her 21st year as a cheer and dance coach for teams all over California, Washington,

and Indiana. Prior to the start of her coaching career Coach Erin was a competitive

cheerleader for 17 years from youth through the collegiate level. Coach Erin has

achieved 8 National titles as a coach and numerous more top 10 placements. Most

recently she coached Castro Valley High School to a 3rd place finish at the 2019 United

Spirit Nationals. Coach Erin is an accredited and certified coach with NFHS and holds

safety certification through AACCA.

In addition to coaching, Erin is a Registered Veterinary Technician at a local animal

rescue. She has a one daughter, Peyton, and many “fur-babies”.

“I am so excited for the 2019-2020 competition cheer season! I look forward to

working with the athletes at Campolindo to further build and grow the CHS Traditional

Competitive Cheer Program. Each program has its own unique strengths and

challenges, I will work with each team member to highlight their areas of strength and

improve upon their areas of weakness and with the team, as a whole, to reach our

goals! It is my hope that by the end of the season each athlete will walk away with a

feeling of pride and success!” – Coach Erin Hagerty



II. Traditional Competitive Cheer Program Overview

A. The Campolindo Traditional Competitive Cheer Program (comp cheer) is

currently comprised of a Varsity level team of up 20 athletes. In the future

there may be a Junior Varsity level team if there is a great enough interest

to create a second team.

a. Athletes may be in grades 9-12 for Varsity level teams and grades 9-

11 for Junior Varsity level teams.

B. The Traditional Competitive Cheer Program is run autonomously from the

Sideline Cheer Program.

a. Athletes may participate in both comp cheer and sideline cheer so

long as there are no scheduling conflicts between the two. In the

event of scheduling conflicts that cannot be resolved it would be

expected for precedence to be given to the competitive team.

C. The purpose of the CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Program is to:

a. Promote school pride while competing in athletic competition.

b. Represent Campolindo in a positive manner on the Regional and

National stage.

c. Develop individual responsibility, teach time management, encourage

honest effort, strive for a high level of execution, and build character.

d. Teach teamwork and pride in a quality performance through

maintaining high standards.

III. Traditional Competitive Cheer Philosophy

A. The philosophy of the Campolindo Traditional Competitive Cheer Program

is to promote school pride as well as enhance/learn technical skills, build

character and self-esteem, develop leadership skills, practice sportsmanship,

create lasting friendships, raise individual skill level in order to prepare each

athlete to be tryout ready for college-level cheerleading, and show a sense

of commitment to yourself and your team along with individual dedication

to the sport. This is a team sport, which requires athletic endurance,

strength, enthusiasm, discipline, a positive attitude, respect and commitment.

I believe sportsmanship is an essential component for success, I encourage



all participants to enthusiastically support their team and teammates,

recognize outstanding performance of opponents, and always exhibit good

sportsmanship in their words and actions.

IV. Traditional Competitive Team Requirements – Try-Outs and Team Selection

A. Athletes are required to complete a try-out process in order to be selected a

member of the CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Program.

a. While it is not a requirement, prior experience in cheerleading,

gymnastics/tumbling, and/or dance is highly encouraged for those

interested in trying out.

B. During try-outs athletes will be evaluated on the following skills to determine

team placement.

a. Attitude, Teachability, Character, Confidence, Energy,

Attendance/Punctuality, Preparedness

b. Basic Cheerleading Skills

i. Motions

ii. Motion Placement

iii. Sharpness

c. Cheerleading Jumps

i. Toe Touch

ii. Front Hurdler

iii. Pike

iv. Double and Triple Jump combinations

d. Stunting Ability

i. Flyers – will be asked to show body positions (i.e. heel stretch,

scorpion, scale, arabesque) on the floor or a stunt stand

ii. Bases – will be asked to demonstrate and verbally

communicate proper technique in stunting

iii. Groups may be formed to perform basic stunting skills such as

preps, bump-down, and cradles



e. Tumbling

i. Tumbling is defined as skills beyond a forward roll, cartwheel

or round-off such as back handspring, back tuck, layout, etc.

ii. Athletes will be asked to showcase both standing and/or

running tumbling skills that they are capable of performing, on

their own/without spotter, on a “dead mat”.

iii. If an athlete is working on a skill and can perform said skill with

a “light spot” athlete may demonstrate their skill but they also

must provide a competent, knowledgeable spotter.

f. Show Cheer Routine

i. Athletes will be taught a short “Show Cheer style” routine, that

includes dancing and a cheer, on which they will be evaluated

in the following categories:

1. Technique/Execution

2. Showmanship

3. Memorization

C. All days of the try-out clinic are mandatory, exceptions may be made on a

case by case basis. Video try-outs may also be accepted on a case by case

basis but must be arranged well in advance of the try-out clinic dates.

D. A maximum of 20 athletes will be selected for 2019-2020 CHS Traditional

Competitive Cheer Team. Athletes will be selected based on team

composition needs first and on overall try-out scores.

a. Alternates may be chosen based on the number of athletes trying out

for the team and on program needs.

E. Results of team placement will be posted within 6 hours of the completion

of the try-out evaluations.

F. Try-out scores are not public and will not be shared. Anyone who does not

make the team may request a meeting with the coach starting on the

Monday following try-outs. Coaches will not provide any comparative scores,

they will only go over your own evaluation comments and offer tips and

suggestions to improve.



V. Participation Requirements, Time Commitment, Approximate Annual Calendar

A. Members of the CHS comp cheer team should expect to practice, on

average, 2-3 days per week for 2.5 to 3 hours. Practices may increase in

frequency or duration as needed when nearing a competition.

a. Practices will occur on weekday evenings and Saturday mornings.

B. Comp team members may be required to attend special choreography

or clinic days as designated by the coach. These may take place on

campus or at an outside location. All additional instructional days will be

mandatory.

C. The CHS comp team will attend a summer camp in preparation for the

upcoming season, this camp may take place at an outside location or on

campus depending on what the coach feels is best for the development

of the team. Attendance at summer camp is mandatory for all team

members.

D. Members of the comp cheer team will attend between 3 to 5 regional

competitions throughout the season. Typically this equals to one

competition per month from October through January.

a. Regional competitions will always be held on Saturdays.

b. Regional competitions will vary in location but never further than

approximately 2 hours driving time from the school.

E. Competitions typically last for several hours and team members will be

required to attend the competition in its entirety as designated by the

coach.

a. The start and end times for each competition will vary based on

the number of total teams registered for that competition. There

may be times when competition will begin at 9:00am and end by

early afternoon or the competition may not begin until 1:00pm

and will end in the evening. Because of this variation in timing it is

not recommended to schedule other activities on a competition

day.

b. Tentative competition schedules are made available one week

prior to the competition date and will be made available to



athletes and families as soon as they are available. Finalized

schedules are posted the Wednesday prior to competition and will

not include any drastic schedule changes from the preliminary

schedule.

F. A finalized calendar of competitions will be provided as soon as it is

available from the host company (United Spirit Association).

G. For the 2019-2020 season the CHS comp team will attend United Spirit

Association (USA) regional competitions and USA Nationals*
i. *Requires qualification

H. Being a member of any team requires a high level of commitment and

dedication. Attendance and participation at the following events are

mandatory.

a. All practices, including weekend days

b. Summer Camp

c. Skills Clinics

d. Choreography

e. Critique/Evaluation Clinics

f. Competitions

g. Fundraisers

h. Team bonding events

i. Community events as designated by the coach

j. Any and all events, not listed above, designated as mandatory by

the head coach.

I. Below is an approximate annual calendar of events for the 2019-2020

competitive cheer season:

a. August 15, 2019 - Informational Meeting (TBD)

b. August 19-23, 2019 - Tryout Clinic (TBD)

c. August 26, 2019 - Practices Begin (TBD)

d. End of August/Beginning of September - Uniform fittings/order

day for all team gear

e. Mid-September - Choreography/Skills Clinic

f. Regional Competitions Begin Starting in October or November



i. The following is a complete list of Regional competitions

the team may attend. If you have an outstanding conflict on

any of these dates it must be included on your athlete

information form, otherwise please mark these dates on

your calendar as tentative competition days. Coaches will

finalize which 3-4 competitions we will attend by August 31,

2019 based on the progress of the routine and readiness of

the team.

1. Santa Cruz Regional, Santa Cruz – Oct. 12, 2019

2. Merrill West Regional, Tracy – Nov. 9, 2019

3. Vista del Lago Regional, Folsom – Nov. 16, 2019

4. James Logan Regional, Union City – Dec. 14, 2019

5. Deer Valley Regional, Antioch – Jan. 11, 2020

g. Nationals Showcase(s) – End of January/Beginning of February

i. CHS comp team will attend a NorCal cheer showcase at

San Rafael High School approximately two weeks prior to

Nationals.

ii. CHS comp team may host a Nationals send-off showcase

for families and friends approximately one week before

Nationals.

h. USA Nationals – February 13-16, 2020

i. March 2020 – end of season banquet

VI. Cost of Involvement

A. Pre-Season

a. Although Traditional Competitive Cheer is designated as a year-

round sport by CIF, I have split it into pre-season, Regionals (in-

season), and Nationals (post-season) for clarification purposes.

b. The pre-season time for CHS comp cheer is defined from the time of

try-outs until the month of our first competition (October or

November).



c. During pre-season is when most costs will be incurred. Expenses for

the program at this time will include, but may not be limited to,

uniforms, summer camp, choreography, music, equipment, athletic

donations and competition registration fees. Factors such as the

number of athletes on the team will cause variations in costs.

Additionally, costs will also vary between new and returning team

members.

d. The following is an approximate amount based solely on personal

experience and has not been calculated using actual costs:

i. Average Pre-Season Cost for a New Team Member: $800

ii. Average Pre-Season Cost for a Returning Team Member: $500

B. Regionals (In-Season)

a. By the time we are attending our first competition most of the regular

season expenses should have already been paid in preparation for

the season.

b. Team Bonding events and/or Snack Buddies may have a small cost

associated with it during this time.

c. Should the team qualify for Nationals and is approved to attend,

deposits for hotel and transportation are often due at this time.

d. The following is an approximate amount based solely on personal

experience and has not been calculated using actual costs:

i. Average Regionals (In-Season) cost per cheerleader w/out

Nationals deposits: $45

C. Nationals (Post-Season)

a. Nationals attendance comes with its own costs; registration,

transportation, lodging, food, and entertainment are among them.

b. If the team qualifies to attend Nationals and is approved to go, we

will have an informational meeting to outline all the associated costs

and other pertinent information.

c. The following is an approximate amount based solely on personal

experience and has not been calculated using actual costs:



i. Average Nationals (Post-Season) cost per cheerleader,

including deposits made during Regionals: $650

VII. Code of Conduct

Being a member of the Campolindo Traditional Competitive Cheer Program is

a privilege and bearing that in mind it is important that its team members follow a

code of conduct to maintain their position on the team. Team members are leaders

within their school and community and are often looked up to by peers and younger

students alike therefore they will be held to a high set of standards for their behavior

and conduct throughout the year.

A. Rules and Expectations

a. Attendance

i. Cheer is the only sport that does not have a “second string” to

fall back on when team members are absent, therefore

attendance is vital to team success! When one team member is

absent the entire team suffers.

ii. In order for the team to be successful the following attendance

guidelines must be followed.

1. Absences for illness, injury, or family emergency may

only be excused by a parent or guardian via phone call

or email directly to the coach. Every effort should be

made to notify the coach of an absence prior to the

start of practice/events, absences not excused by a

parent within 24 hours will be considered unexcused.

a. A text sent to a teammate or team captain does

not clear an absence. Your teammates are not

responsible for your attendance.



2. Social plans, other sports, clubs, extra-curricular activities,

doctor/dentist appointments, tutoring, college visits,

vacations, volunteering, work, church related events,

parties, weddings, “time of the month”, etc. are not

excused absences and will count against attendance.

3. Athletes and parents must notify coaches of any plans

that were scheduled prior to try-outs and the season

calendar being available at the start of try-outs on their

athlete information paperwork. Any items not

documented on this paperwork will not be excused.

4. School-sponsored trips will be excused but must be

accompanied by an email from the sponsoring teacher.

5. Athletes are allowed 3 absences, after 3 absences they

may be replaced with an alternate team member for a

predetermined period of time or removed from the

team. Exceptions to this rule will be at the discretion of

coaches and made on a case by case basis.

6. Tardiness also impacts the team negatively when it

becomes a chronic issue, therefore tardiness is met with

extra conditioning for the entire team. Because no one

wants to be the person who got the team 20 extra toe

touches this encourages timeliness and preparedness.

7. If an athlete is going to be tardy to practice due to a

school-related trip, assigned after school project, or

disciplinary action such as detention the athlete must

text or call the Coach directly and bring a note from the

supervising teacher/school staff member.

8. Tardiness does not only include arriving late, it also

includes being present but unprepared. If you are still

putting on proper shoes/clothing, taking off jewelry,



eating/drinking, on your phone, etc. after the

designated practice start time this will also count as

being tardy.

9. If tardiness becomes habitual a parent phone call or

meeting may be scheduled to discuss the problem and

create a solution.

10. Habitual tardiness may lead to replacement or removal

from the team.

b. Coaches Direction

i. The coach has a specific plan for each practice and often has a

vision or reason for the methods used that comes with

knowledge and experience beyond that of team members.

When coaches provide explanations and instruction it is

expected to listen and follow the instructions given. Proper

instruction creates consistency in technique and safety for

everyone involved.

ii. It is acceptable to ask questions or request clarification at the

appropriate time and in a respectful manner. Swearing,

complaining, not cooperating, or blatantly disregarding the

instructions are examples of inappropriate behavior. These

types of behavior will result in consequences that may include,

but are not limited to, extra conditioning, suspension,

parent/guardian phone call or meeting, administrative meeting,

and could lead to dismissal from the team.

c. Teamwork and Sportsmanship

i. Teamwork is a must for a successful cheer program! You can

only be as strong as the weakest link. Team members may be

asked to complete conditioning routines at home on their off

days to help improve skills and productivity. It is important that

all team members take their training seriously to improve the



program as a whole. We want to move forward with our skills

together.

ii. “Drama” will not be tolerated during practices, competitions,

and events. Conflicts between teammates must be addressed

and resolved in a timely manner so as not to jeopardize the

safety of others. Outside drama MUST be left at the door.

iii. Sportsmanship means being respectful of each other, coaches,

guest instructors/choreographers, camp staff, school staff and

administrators, competitive opponents, and fans/spectators. At

competitions sportsmanship also means cheering for all the

teams, in a positive manner, when they enter and exit the mats,

it means participating in the crowd involvement portions of

others routines, and it means winning with dignity and losing

with class. Lastly, if we are so lucky to be the first-place team in

our division, sportsmanship means holding back our

celebrations until we are announced as the winners. The team

in second place worked just as hard as we did to be there and

they deserve to have their time to be recognized.

d. Practice and Event Attire

i. Athletes should arrive at practice dressed in appropriate attire

and fully prepared to start on time. This means being dressed

in the assigned practice gear for that day, correct shoes are on

and tied, jewelry is off, phones are silenced and put away, and

food/beverages are fully consumed with the exception of

water.

ii. When arriving for competition cheerleaders must arrive with

hair and make-up done in the style designated by the coach

and dressed in designated uniform pieces as instructed.

1. When traveling to and from competitions coaches may

ask cheerleaders to wear any number of uniform/gear



combinations. For example, arrive in uniform top with

warm-up pants and jersey cover-up. Whatever the

designated travel outfit, all cheerleaders must wear

everything as designated.

2. Cheerleaders may not wear alternative shoes when

arriving to and leaving from competitions, i.e. if you wish

to wear slides or slippers in the car while traveling that is

acceptable but cheer shoes must be on and tied before

stepping out of the vehicle at the competition venue.

3. Competition day socks must always be all-white, no

show or ankle cut style socks.

4. Once at competition cheerleaders may not wear any

items not part of their approved uniforms. This includes

girl/boyfriends’ sweatshirt/jacket, competition branded

clothing purchased at the venue, etc. Besides approved

uniform items cheerleaders may wear Campolindo

letterman jackets if they have one.

5. Cheerleaders must stay in full uniform, or attire

designated by the coach, with hair and make-up until

the conclusion of awards and team photos.

iii. For safety reasons fingernails, natural or artificial, must be kept

at sport length (1/4” past the tips of fingers) and in a

rounded/natural/soft squared shape. Stiletto, Coffin, and

similar nail styles are not permitted at any time. Any team

member whose nails are out of compliance will be asked to

cut/file them and any time spent doing so will be counted

against attendance. Team members who refuse to alter their

nails will be suspended until corrections are made and

suspensions will count against attendance.



1. On competition days nails must be nude, natural, or

French tip in coloring. No nail polish colors are allowed

on competition day.

iv. Per NFHS/AACCA safety rules hair must be worn up/off the

shoulders. During practices this means a high, secure ponytail

with minimal pieces hanging around the face. For competitions

all team members will wear hair in a cohesive style as

designated by the coach.

v. Practices will have assigned attire and it is expected that all

team members wear the assigned attire on the correct day.

1. If a particular practice has a themed attire day (i.e. super

heroes) team members must maintain safety standards

when selecting their outfit.

e. All uniform pieces and practice gear/spirit wear are intended to be

worn solely by cheer team members and should not be loaned to or

worn by those who are not part of the cheer program.

f. Additional Rules

i. Cell phone use is strictly prohibited during practices. If cell

phone use becomes an issue coaches have the right to collect

phones at the beginning of practice. Parents may contact the

coach directly if there is an emergency during practice.

ii. Cell phone use must be kept minimal during competitions and

events. Cell phones may not be brought to awards ceremonies

with the exception of anyone designated to record for sharing

to social media. Coaches will designate said person, or persons,

prior to the start of awards.

iii. Gum is not allowed during practices, competitions, or events.

iv. Food and drink should not be consumed at practice with the

exception of water or given a designated snack break.



v. No jewelry is allowed to be worn at any time. Covering jewelry

with a band-aid or wearing a spacer/plug is not acceptable.

ALL piercings must be removable. No new piercings are

allowed from the first day of practice until the conclusion of

Nationals.

vi. Visible tattoos will be dealt with on a case by case basis,

depending on the location, size, and design of a tattoo the

coach may require tattoos to be covered if it detracts from the

overall team appearance or is a distraction.

vii. Practices are closed to outside individuals, this includes parents,

siblings, friends, boy/girlfriends, etc.

viii. All athletes will be required to adhere to safety rules and

guidelines as outlined by the AUHSD policies, school athletic

policies, NFHS (National Federation of State High School

Associations) guidelines, and AACCA (American Association of

Cheerleading Coaches and Administrators) guidelines.

ix. When attending competitions team members are required to

sit together in an area designated by the coach and must stay

with their team until they are released to leave the competition.

With coach permission cheerleaders may visit any vendor

booths available, use the restroom, etc but are required to do

so in groups of two or more.

x. Public displays of affection (PDA) are not appropriate while

attending a competition. Girl/boyfriends are encouraged to

attend competitions to support the team but physical contact

is limited to a brief hug and kiss for good luck or to

congratulate a job well done. Cheerleaders may have their

girl/boyfriend sit next to them with the team only after the

team has competed and there is to be no lap sitting, leaning in

laps, etc.



xi. Athletes transported from CHS to a competition or event must

also return to CHS via designated carpool or be released to

their legal guardian at the competition/event site. Athletes will

not be released to anyone other than a legal guardian. Team

policy further requires that any athlete not returning to CHS

with the team via designated carpool give the head coach

verbal notification and visual confirmation of the presence of a

legal guardian before departure.

B. Disciplinary Action

a. The above rules and expectations cover most, but not all, scenarios

that may arise over the course of the season. Anything not listed

above will be handled with careful consideration and in an

appropriate, equitable manner.

b. The disciplinary action taken for any infraction of the rules and

expectations will be at the coaches discretion and will take the

severity of the infraction and prior behavioral history into account.

c. The following is a list of disciplinary actions that the coach may use

throughout the season. Disciplinary actions will often start with a

verbal warning and escalate if necessary, however, if warranted, the

coach has the right to suspend or dismiss a team member without

prior notification.

i. Verbal Warning

ii. Letter/Email of Notification to parent/guardian

iii. Parent/Guardian Meeting

iv. Administrative Meeting

v. Team Suspension

vi. Dismissal

d. Any athlete dismissed from the team for rule infractions will be

ineligible to try-out again for one school year.



VII. Communication Procedures

A. Parents and athletes are encouraged to communicate directly to the coach

whenever there is a question or conflict that arises. Parents should

encourage their athletes to communicate openly and honestly with the

coach one-on-one. Direct communication is a vital life skill and a key

component of conflict resolution that is important for high school aged

athletes to learn as they near adulthood.

B. When face-to-face communication is not possible, athletes and parents

should direct communication to CampoCompCheer@gmail.com, or in

urgent matters call or text the coach directly.

C. If a parent or athlete has a concern, please set-up a meeting with the coach

that is not during practices or competitions.

D. The lines of communication should always start with the coach, if a

resolution cannot be reached the next step is to speak with the Athletic

Director, and beyond that school administration. Concerns/conflicts are

typically easily resolved at the lowest levels when communication is direct,

open and honest.

IX. The Role and Requirements of Parents/Guardians

A. Parents/Guardians play a key role in the success of any athletic program!

The relationship between the athlete, parent/guardian, and coach is often

referred to as the “athletic triangle”. In the athletic triangle the athlete is at

the apex of the triangle with the parents/guardians and coach forming the

base of support. An athlete’s interscholastic athletic experience is most

enriched and successful when there is a strong bond and good

communication among all participants of the athletic triangle.

Athlete

The Athletic Triangle

Parent Coach

mailto:CampoCompCheer@gmail.com


B. Parents/Guardians will be required to provide carpool transportation to a

minimum of one competition. All parent/guardian drivers must be cleared

through the school to drive students.

C. Parents/Guardians, Family, and Friends who attend competition to support

the team are asked to sit together in the spectator area to create a unified

fan base. It has been proven that teams with a strong, unified fan base of

family and friends tend to score better in competition. It is also important for

parents/guardians to be role models for good sportsmanship during athletic

competition.

D. There are several roles that parents will be asked to fill during the season,

these parents will play a critical role in the success of the team. Some of the

roles parents/guardians may be asked to help with could include, but not be

limited to:

a. Team Parent - This could be a co-team parent position if two parents

wished to do it together.

b. Photographer/Videographer – Looking for a parent or parents who

have the equipment, skills, and knowledge to help document the

season. Having parents who are solely dedicated to this role helps to

provide high quality photos for the school yearbook, news and media

stories, social media sharing and the end of the year banquet.

c. Fundraising Coordinator – Fundraisers only work if the parents and

athletes are invested in them. If it is decided that the team would like

to participate in fundraising to help offset costs, we will need a parent

to assist with coordination of fundraisers. Parents may also elect to

chair single fundraising events individually to help distribute the

duties.

d. Team Bonding Events – This is another one that several parents can

share, team bonding events are important in building trust between

athletes and to provide leadership opportunities to upperclassmen.

e. Nationals Chaperones - more info provided at a later date.



X. Conclusion and Acknowledgment

A. Competitive cheerleading is unique in its combination of athleticism and

showmanship, it is unlike any other sport in that you not only have to

perform a physically exhausting routine, but you must present a

theatrical quality “show” at the same time.

B. As a member of the CHS Traditional Competitive Cheer Program, you

can look forward to the opportunity for personal growth, leadership, and

development of critical life and technical skills. Your attitude, dedication,

and enthusiasm are just as important as your athletic ability and talents.

C. Impeccable technique and execution are at the core of a strong,

successful competitive cheer program. Every member of the team will

start from the ground up to create a foundation of flawless technique

and execution in their skills. For most, this will likely mean relearning and

reconditioning your body to no longer perform skills in the same manner

as you have in the past. Your willingness to learn new skills and to be

“coached” is extremely important.

D. Please carefully consider the information and expectations set forth in

this agreement, discuss the requirements with your parents/guardians

and understand the commitment to yourself and your teammates both

academically and athletically.




